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Coins for sale in other 
Coin World ads every week 

Email copies of older ads easily available. 
Many items still available.

®

Life Member

1834 brass Andrew Jackson hard times token 
Obv: his draped and laureate bust(like a Roman 
emperor) Rev: his history NGC XF 45 $417 $325

47.5%
1832-1869 set of Samurai period Japanese gold, 

silver and brass coins(even older). VF or better, set 
of 7 for ......................................................... $277

1850? Coin silver teaspoon, engraved “A Ricken” 
as owner, and hallmarked by R Lyman as maker, 
not in my references, and place marked Lowell, 
presumably Massachusetts ........................ $70

1850? Coin silver teaspoon, engraved “L H A” on 
top, hallmarked by unknown maker WM Patton, 
also hallmarked “pure Coin” ....................... $34 

    
1853 California  octagonal gold 50 Cents, BG-302, 

the legendary “Peacock” which is actually an 
eagle on an arrow with the rays of the sun behind 
him. These were struck by Frontier, Deviercy & Co. 
These early California fractionals circulated to fill 
the need for small change. EF, gently polished long 
ago, with nice blue and purple retoning. Mounted 
in an antique custom made gold bezel as many of 
them were. ................................................... $1470

1863 copper centavo, flat top 3, Mexico City mint,  
the very First Centavo of Mexico NGC AU 55 
brown $315 $240

 
1869 gold 2 escudos of the Mexican Republic, 

Mexico city mint, assayer CH, “Hand of Book” 
NGC AU 58 PQ ........................................... $690

40%

1800s? brass neck ring money from the Congo, 
used in negotiations for price of bride. This has a 
comfortable weight. Heavy ones can be up to 25 
pounds. ........................................................ $97 

44.5%
1869-1875 Fr 1374 50 cent note. To me this is 

the most sensitive Lincoln portrait on any US 
currency. PMG 65 EPQ ...............................  $2500

1884-5 tin or pewter medal for the Industrial and 
Cotton Exposition in New Orleans NGC MS 62 
PL, holed as usual for wearing for ?employees of 
expo? $297 ................................................. $155

  
1891-CC gold half eagle, raw VF light cleaning $650

1904 Mo gold 20 pesos “balance scales” raw AU 58 
some faint hairlines, light edge bump $1750 $1600

1928-D (Munich) silver 3 marks of Weimar Germany 
commemorating the artist Albrecht Durer NGC 
MS 66 cat Unc $1250 sale at ..................... $777 

1937 bronze medal commemorating 150th year of 
adoption of US Constitution and 150th year of city 
of Cumberland, Maryland Obv: canal boat scene 
Rev: fort built in 1755 EF+ $97

29.5%
1950s? set of 835 fine silver youth utensils from 

Malmo, Sweden, in original box from jeweler. 2.5 
tr oz gross, plus knife handle Near New $127 $85

100%

100%100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

 
2016-W gold USA quarter troy oz resurrecting 

MacNeil’s famous Standing Liberty Quarter design. 
US gov fuzzy box, COA, capsule MS $470. Only 
2 in stock.

100%

1996 Olympics in 
Atlanta, complete 
set of all gold $5, 
silver Dollars, and 
clad half dollars in 
Proof. Original govt 
box, plush, fuzzy, 
finished hardwood, 
with locking case 
and key! Capsules, 
COA as issued. Rare 
set!

$2460

5.5%

100%
100%

2007-W Platinum American Eagles, set of 2 half tr 
oz 9995 fine, different proof finishes, traditional 
Roman finish, and “reverse proof” with mirrored 
devices and frosted fields, fancy US mint govt box, 
capsuled coins, COA .................................. $2277

2009 Isle of Man troy oz pure gold crown with 1/20th 
tr oz platinum insert Obv: Henry 8th, also angel 
defeating dragon Rev: QE 2 NGC Proof 67 ultra 
cameo .......................................................... $1800 

2014 gold Kennedy Half dollar gov box, COA, 
capsule ........................................................ $1075 

2015 $100 Liberty one tr oz pure gold, new US mint 
issue, with govt fuzzy box and COA, high relief 
early release NGC MS 69 ........................... $1647  


